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Abstract
Human actions are comprised of a sequence of poses. This makes videos
of humans a rich and dense source of human poses. We propose an unsupervised method to learn pose features from videos that exploits a signal
which is complementary to appearance and can be used as supervision:
motion. The key idea is that given two poses, it should be possible to
predict what motion caused the change between them. We represent each
of the poses as a feature in a CNN (Appearance ConvNet) and generate
a motion encoding from optical flow maps using a separate CNN (Motion ConvNet). The data for this task is automatically generated allowing
us to train without human supervision. We demonstrate the strength of
the learned representation by finetuning for Pose Estimation on the FLIC
dataset, for static image action recognition on PASCAL and for action
recognition in videos on UCF101 and HMDB51.
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mensional vectors. The three streams are then combined to classify if the
RGB frames and optical flow channels correspond to each other i.e. does
the transformation cause the change in appearance? Intuitively, solving
this task requires the Appearance ConvNet to identify the visual structures in the frame and encode their poses. The Motion ConvNet is expected to efficiently encode the change in pose that the optical flow block
represents. We evaluate our trained appearance network by finetuning on
the task of pose estimation on the FLIC dataset[9], static image action
recognition on PASCAL VOC[4], and action recognition on UCF101[11]
and HMDB51[7]. We show that these models perform significantly better
than training from random initialisation.

2

Approach

The goal of this work is to learn an appearance representation that captures pose properties without the use of any human supervision. We
achieve this by formulating a surrogate task for which the ground truth labels are readily available or can be mined automatically. In simple terms,
given a change in appearance, the task we formulate involves predicting
what transformation causes it. For example, in Figure 1, given the appearance of Frame 1 and Frame13, we can predict that the transformation
of ’swinging the bat’ caused the change in appearance. In this section,
we first develop an intuitive motivation for the surrogate task and then
concretely explain how it can be implemented.
Suppose we want to train a model to predict if a Transformation T
causes the change in Appearance A → A0 . We would need to have an robust way to encode A, A0 and T such that they capture all the information
required to solve this task. More specifically, given an image, the appearance representation A needs to localise the object(s) that could undergo
a transformation and encode its properties such as shape, size and more
importantly, pose. On the other hand, given a motion signal (like optical flow, dense trajectories [14], etc), the transformation representation T
needs to express a robust encoding that is discriminative in the space of
transformations.
We propose to learn a appearance representation A using a convolutional neural network. Instead of using hand-crafted approaches to encode a motion representation from optical flow, we propose to jointly
learn it as a Transformation T using a separate convolutional neural network (overview in Figure 1). This framework allows us to use an unsupervised approach to jointly train the Appearance and Motion ConvNets.
The key idea of our approach is that given two appearance features A and
A0 , it should be possible to predict whether a Transformation T causes
the change A → A0 . This idea is synchronous with [5], where the notion
of ego-motions producing predictable transformations is used to learn an
unsupervised model.

Humans learn visual representations by observing and actively exploring
the dynamic world around us. The manual labeling of images remains
a significant bottleneck in exploiting a large number of images to learn
visual representations. As a consequence, there has been rising interest
in the area of unsupervised feature learning. A popular approach to unsupervised learning is training a network using standard back-propagation
on an auxiliary task for which ground truth can be easily mined in an automated fashion. The hope is that the visual representation learned for
this auxiliary task is generalizable and can be used for other tasks with
simple fine-tuning. Owing to the rise of interest in unsupervised learning,
many such auxiliary tasks have been proposed in the recent past. [3] proposes to predict the relative location of pairs of patches, which seems to
generalize to object detection as shown in the paper. [1, 5] propose an approach to take pair of patches and predict the camera motion that caused
the change. The ground-truth for this task is obtained via other sensors
which measure ego-motion. Finally, [15] proposed an approach to sample
a pair of patches separated in time via tracking and learn a representation
which embeds these patches close by in the visual representation space
(since they are different views of same object).
In this work, we argue that there is a complementary and strong signal in videos to supervise the training of these networks: motion patterns.
We hypothesize that a representation in which visual concepts demonstrating similar motion patterns cluster together in the appearance space
can prove useful for many computer vision tasks. We demonstrate how
motion patterns in the videos can act as strong supervision to train the
appearance network itself. For instance, when this method is applied to
human action videos, we would expect the appearance representation to
encode pose features. A key observation is that pairs of human poses are
often associated with similar motions in between. For example, poses
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The proposed approach could possibly be used to learn different kinds of
appearance representations based on different kinds of videos. Specifically, in this paper, we choose to work with human action videos since
A
the learnt representations can be semantically associated to poses. We believe that this idea can provide the missing link in unsupervised learning
of visual representations for human actions and human poses.
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However, there is still one missing link: how do you define similarity
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features (e.g., 3DHOG, HOF[13]) or the optical flows maps directly. InA’
stead, inspired by the success of the two-stream network[10], we try to
jointly learn convolutional features for both the RGB and optical flow
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at the same time. Our key idea is to have a triplet network where two
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streams with shared parameters correspond to the first and n frame in
Figure 1: An overview of our approach. Predicting whether a transformation
the video; and the third stream looks at n − 1 optical flow maps. All the encoding T causes the change in appearance A→A’ requires capturing pose propconvolutional streams run in a feedforward manner to produce 4096 di- erties.

Data Extraction
For training the binary classification model, we require a large collection
of pairs of frames, the correct block of optical flow maps between them
and multiple negative samples of optical flow blocks. As the training set,
we use a large collection of video which contain humans performing actions. This set is formed by combining the training set videos from the
UCF101 [11](split1), HMDB51 [7] (split1) and the ACT[16] datasets. For
every pair of consecutive frames we precompute the horizontal and vertical directional optical flow maps using the OpenCV GPU implementation
of the TVL1 algorithm[8].
As inputs to the Appearance ConvNet we randomly sample a spatial location and crop 224x224 patches at that location from two frames
separated by ∆n(= 12) frames. For the Motion ConvNet, we sample the
224x224 patches from each of the 12 horizontal and 12 vertical flow maps
in between the two sampled frames at the same location, as the positive
(label= 1) which gives us a 224x224x24 dimensional array. As the negative examples (label= 0), we randomly sample another 224x224x24 block
from a random spatial location in a randomly picked video.
In summary, the joint unsupervised learning pipeline consists of one
Motion ConvNet, two instances of the Appearance ConvNet and a twolayer fully connected neural network on top. The parameters of the two
Appearance ConvNets are shared since we expect both networks to encode similar properties. This architecture allows us to use standard back
propagation to train all the components simultaneously.

samples for a video to get the final prediction. Similar to before, we
compare models intiailised randomly (from [10]), with the unsupervised
model from [15], our Appearance Network and a ImageNet classification
pretrained model (from [10]).
For action recognition in static images on PASCAL VOC, we use the
same architecture. We follow [6] and use 50 randomly sampled images
to finetune our models. The Appearance ConvNet initialisation shows
an improvement of 7.4% over random initialisation and performs about
2.5% better than [6].
Table 3: Results for the Appearance Based action recognition on UCF101 and
HMDB51
Initialisation
Random
Wang et. al Unsupervised[15]
Ours
Ours
ImageNet
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Finetuning/Training
Full Network
Full Network
Full Network
Last 2 layers
Full Network

Dataset
UCF101 HMDB51
42.5%
15.1%
41.5%
16.9%
55.4%
23.6%
41.4%
19.1%
70.8%
40.5%
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